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Title of Exercise: Tackling Long, Complicated Sentences 
 
Overview: This is a handout for an in-class lesson, provided midway through the semester on 
correcting long, wordy, complicated sentences to improve student writing for clarity. Students 
revisit this activity during a peer-review session on the second draft of their final papers.  
 
Background: Many students at Cornell come from elite high schools or were at the top of their 
graduating class and excel in writing. Yet, I found throughout the semester, my most thoughtful 
students in class discussion were writing in an unclear way. Their ideas were often lost in overly 
complicated sentences. They were writing sentences with multiple and competing clauses, run-
on sentences, and sentences that were wordy and obtuse. When we spoke about this issue in the 
first conference, many students would admit it was their attempt to “sound smart,” and to write 
“intellectually.” This is how they envisioned good academic writing. In these sessions, I had 
students re-read sentences that I pulled from their drafts out loud. They would often laugh in 
confusion. We would laugh together. It became clear that they needed to make some 
adjustments. Next, we would re-write the sentence on the white board together, often breaking 
up the sentence into two new sentences, or deleting words altogether. After confronting this 
problem again and again, I created a writing workshop to address this issue in the classroom.  
 
Rationale: This lesson should come early to mid-way through the term. I pulled examples from 
the first draft of students’ fourth essay. They also referred back to this workshop in the second 
peer review of their final essays. This requires some preparatory work from the instructor, a 
projector, and a few classroom laptops (4 in our class).  
 
1st Exercise: 
In-Class Handout- “Tackling Long, Complicated Sentences” 
This handout [1] is adapted from a handout by Vanderbilt University’s Writing Center. It 
provides students with a way to first identify long and complicated sentences, and second to 
remedy these sentences.  
 
First, I had a few students volunteer to read the first section aloud in class.  
 
Then, I asked students some questions for a group discussion: 
• Why do we write really long sentences?  
o “sounding smart”  
o wanting to convey several ideas at once 
o wanting to write comprehensively and/or inclusively 
o writing broadly- often because we do not know what it is we’re actually 
trying to say 
• How might the reader view these sentences? How do you view these kinds of 
sentences as a reader?   
o annoying 
o not fun to read 
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o confusing 
o boring 
o makes me want to stop reading! 
 
Next, I had a few students volunteer to read the “suggested remedies” section.  
 
With the handout and discussion fresh in their minds, I split students up into 4 small groups of 4. 
This activity is perfect for a smaller class size, but could also work with up to 25 students. Each 
group had one laptop and opened up the google doc I prepared the day before. I also projected 
this doc from my own computer at the front of the classroom.  
 
One group of students got to sit at the front of the room, with their back to the google doc 
projected on the screen. They sat in the “judges’” seat. I gave them a printout of the sentences. 
They selected a number at random, and we all focused on that sentence. They could discuss how 
they might revise the sentence. Each of the other 3 groups made edits into the google doc. It was 
really fascinating to see their thought process in real-time, on the projected screen. I gave them 3 
minutes to revise the sentences. This was a good amount of time, as the groups were able to 
complete the edits, but didn’t have much extra time and were encouraged to think quickly. You 
could adjust this based on your students’ grasp of the previous workshop.  
 
After 3 minutes were up, the “judges” looked at the final sentences to choose the best one. These 
are bolded in the google doc, provided here. We then discussed why this was better than the 
other edits. Did it retain the original information? Was it written in a clear and persuasive way? 
Was it concise? Grammatically correct?  
 
The winners of each round got candy. They really liked this! We did 4 rounds. This took about 
35 minutes in total.   
 
We re-visited this activity in the second peer-review on their final essay drafts [handout 2]. This 
provided a “refresher” as students approached their final revisions, allowing students to find 
these sentences in their peers’ essays, while also thinking about their own writing in the process.  
 
Results: This in-class activity received the highest feedback on the end of semester evaluations 
as students’ most “memorable” and useful activity. Additionally, my students’ papers showed 
Preparing the Google Doc… 
I collected examples of long, complicated sentences from students’ own writing in their draft of the 
fourth essay. This essay was an analytical essay using two oral histories with poultry workers, from 
my fieldwork from 2014-2016. This essay prepared them for their final project, in which they wrote a 
research paper analyzing food worker oral histories that they collected themselves, in small groups. 
You could gather sentences from any writing assignment. Each student submitted a draft of this essay 
a few days before, to Blackboard. I skimmed each essay, looking for sentences that were run-ons, 
confusingly long, too wordy, or trying to present too many ideas. I tried to use at least one sentence 
from each students’ paper, to show that this is a common problem. I numbered each of these sentences, 
and double spaced the document to allow for better readability. 
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improvement, not only on their fourth essays, from which these sentences were drawn, but also 
on their final essays through peer-revision. They really enjoyed the “game-like” interaction in 
this activity, the physical movement from contestants’ to judges’ seats, the candy, and the 
collective use of google docs. Throughout the semester, I found google docs to provide an 
excellent learning tool, one that allows students to work collaboratively, efficiently, and in real-
time.  
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Tackling Long, Complicated Sentences 
 
 
Some questions to consider:  
• Why do we write really long sentences?  
• How might the reader view these sentences?  
• How do you view these kinds of sentences as a reader?   
 
 
Is your sentence too long and complicated? If so, ask yourself:  
1) How many ideas am I trying to communicate in this one sentence?  
2) Are any of these ideas repetitive?  
3) Do all of these ideas relate to each other?  
4) Do any of these ideas compete or contradict other ideas? 
5) Do some of these ideas need more emphasis than they have right now?  
6) Do some of these ideas need less emphasis than they have right now?  
7) Does my wording confuse the point I am trying to make in this sentence?  
 
 
Suggested remedies:  
1) Try to divide sentences by replacing semicolons, conjunctions, and other clause joiners 
with periods.  
2) Identify dependent clauses and develop those ideas further in a separate sentence.  
3) Eliminate tangential information and nonessential parenthetical comments.  
4) If you find that you just can’t break down an unusually long sentence, try reordering the 
information.  
a. Identify the strongest claim and make that your independent clause/central 
section.  
b. Check for passive voice and replace them with more direct, concise active voice.  
c. If all else fails, make sure the sentences around it are relatively short so that the 
rest of the paragraph is clear and direct.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sources Consulted  
“Clarifying Long, Complicated Sentences.” Handout. Vanderbilt Writing Studio. Nashville, TN. July 17, 2008. PDF 
online.   
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Google Doc: Long, Complicated Sentences  
can be accessed here: https://docs.google.com/a/cornell.edu/document/d/1Nwd4L8VDsB2h2-
YO-zRvHWrzmIV9qYI3KblCsIACvLc/edit?usp=sharing  
Sentences in bold are the “winning” corrected sentences from the class activity.  
1) Sandra immigrated from El Salvador illegally when she was 17 but was lucky 
enough to be granted temporary protected status (TPS) so she does not have to 
constantly watch her back while going about her daily life. 
 
2) Working long hours could be a social problem because when workers work 
long hours, the long hours are actually providing them the sufficient income, 
not the wages. 
 
3) Both women are making an annual income above the national poverty line if 
they work a typical 40 hour work week which means they can afford to support 
their children and have basic necessities but not much more. 
Both women make an annual income above the national poverty line. 
Working 40 hours a week allows them to support their children with basic 
necessities, but not much more. 
4) Natasha came to the poultry industry from jobs such as marketing, working in a 
nursing home, and a retail job, but while a consistent income was an important 
aspect of her choice, she couldn’t remain at her other jobs because of poor 
attendance. 
5) The hiring of these workers perpetuates the exploitation of all workers, 
including both undocumented and legal citizens, because people in higher 
positions easily manipulate and threaten undocumented workers, leading to 
horrible working conditions for everyone. 
 
6) From their accounts of their experiences, we can come to a few conclusions, 
including that many low income employees at poultry processing plants see 
their jobs as temporary but exceptional opportunities, and they have larger 
dreams for themselves and their children. 
 
Many low income employees at poultry processing plants see their jobs as 
temporary. Although they provide exceptional opportunities, they have 
larger dreams for themselves and their children. 
 
7) Despite not knowing English when he first came to America, he learned to find 
different outlets to not only help his community but tie in his original dreams of 
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“[giving] culture,” elucidating his determination despite the hardships he faces 
in his job. 
 
8) Sandra explains the inequalities that “some people at work will get favoritism 
or higher position based on their race”, while Hispanics, who in her opinion are 
the best workers, are discriminated against and almost never receive 
promotions. 
 
 
9) Poultry work is physically and mentally exhausting due to its repetitive nature, 
yet it is one of the more desirable jobs in the food production chain, which is 
one of the fastest growing sources of employment in the United States. 
 
Poultry work is physically and mentally exhausting due to its monotonous 
nature. Exponential growth in the food chain industry makes poultry work 
one of the most desirable jobs.  
 
10) The testimonies from Sandra and Natasha reveal that without a massive social 
upheaval, individuals in the food chain will continue to be taken advantage of 
because any improvements in their situation and their children’s future are 
based in blind hope. 
 
11) In comparison, individuals that have a low- income background and a lack of 
academic and financial resources are put at a severe disadvantage due to their 
inability to have a post-secondary education, to find a prosperous career path, 
and to move around when looking for a new job. 
 
12) Both these women know how difficult it can be working in the poultry plants, 
and despite the fact that they do not make much of an effort to leave their jobs 
and appreciate the benefits, they still want something better for their children. 
 
13) All of these factors come together to illustrate that the life of an immigrant 
contains many struggles that can make living in an entirely new world difficult 
as the living environment is not shaped around the immigrants, but rather 
immigrants are forced to assimilate into American society. 
 
14) So, in some instances the poultry industry brings families together, as it allows 
for other members of the family to take care of the things around the household 
that Natasha and Tiara cannot do because of the time given off from work. 
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15) Being a woman is a disadvantage to begin with in the workplace, however if 
you are a woman of color in the workplace you are even further disadvantaged, 
this is because white collar supervisory and lower professional positions are 
filled by white women not those of color (Glenn, 1992). 
 
16) This is interesting because Tiara and Sandra both had a lot of complaints about 
their current jobs, which shows that they do not love their jobs, or find the same 
passion in it that they want their children to have. 
 
Tiara and Sandra dislike their jobs and had many complaints. They 
encourage their children to find jobs that they are passionate about. 
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Name: 
Peer-Review of _______________’s paper. 
 
Final Peer-Review:  
1) Long, Complicated Sentences, 2) Citations, 3) Conclusions 
 
1) Long, Complicated Sentences: Skim through your partner’s paper. Underline any 
sentences that are more than two lines long or are overly wordy. Look for semicolons, 
conjunctions, and clauses. Review the handout from week 9 “Clarifying Long, 
Complicated Sentences.” Suggest remedies for at least two of the sentences you find and 
write them below. 
 
pg#:___; paragraph#:___  
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 pg#:___; paragraph#:___ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
2) Citations: First, skim through your partner’s paper looking for in-text citations. Circle 
each in-text citation. Make sure there is an author and year for each parenthetical citation, 
unless the author is mentioned directly in the text. Notice that the period goes after the 
closed parenthesis. Check that each source cited in the essay is included in the “Works 
Cited” page at the end of the essay.  
 
Examples:  
Similar to the pork processing plant in Tar Heel, NC, many undocumented immigrants working 
in the food industry were knowingly recruited by their employers (Bacon, 2013).  
 
Arlie Hochschild (2010) argues that women often work a “second shift” when they return home 
from their paid employment.  
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Second, skim through your partner’s paper looking for quotations. Check to make sure a 
page number is included for each quote from a secondary source. If the quote comes from 
an oral history, make sure that the name and date are included. While there may not be 
enough time to carefully read each quote to ensure it is properly integrated, make sure 
that block quotes (more than three lines) are introduced and indented. Mark any 
quotations that are poorly integrated for your partner to address later in their own 
revisions. 
 
Examples:  
While many consumer-based movements around food argue to support local, organic, and 
environmentally sustainable food production, this paper argues for consumers to support food 
workers with more than our forks. Instead, it is important for us to occassionally “get out of the 
farmers’ markets and into the streets” (Lo and Koenig, 2017: 152).  
 
Because Sarah grew up in a middle-class family, she did not have to work during high school. 
Sarah explained, “I didn't need it nor was it acceptable; it was frowned upon to work in high 
school” (Sarah, 2017). As she found herself working in low-wage jobs, she went against her own 
life trajectory.  
 
Alicia. (2017, October 27). Interview by J. Firth, A. Xu, and S. Xu. Translated by A. Arteaga.  
[Tape recording]. 
 
Jackson. (2017, October 24). Interview by M. Chen, S. Huo, T. La, and R. Morehouse. [Tape  
recording]. 
 
Mouay. (2017, October 26). Interview by D. Diamond, M. Lisboa, and S. Zhang. [Tape  
recording]. 
 
Sarah. (2017, October 23). Interview by E. Latella, N. Matolka, S. Rosenthal, and B. Stahley.  
[Tape recording]. 
 
3) Self-Review Conclusions: Effective conclusions can be difficult to write, but they 
play an important role in every paper! Think of the conclusion as the “last word” on the 
topic and bring your essay to a logical close. While you may use the conclusion to remind 
your reader of your thesis and main points, make sure that your conclusion is not just a 
summary. You may also use your conclusion to describe the consequences of your 
argument, answering the “so what?” question.  
 
 
 
 
 
ý Do not begin with “in conclusion.”  
ý Don’t overstate your findings. Make a reasonable claim.  
ý Don’t end on a weak final sentence.  
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ý Don’t copy and paste your thesis from the introduction to the conclusion. 
 
 
 
 
ü Reiterate or remind your readers of your thesis and the main supporting points 
you’ve made throughout your essay. But do not end there!   
ü Include a detail or example from your introduction to bring your argument full 
circle.  
ü Propose a new course of action or a solution.  
ü If there were questions that your research could not answer, then identify these for 
your reader. Raise qualifications to your argument (limiting or opposing 
viewpoints).  
ü Be Honest. It’s okay if your “findings” have led to more questions for other 
scholars to research. That’s the beauty of research!  
ü Connect your findings to larger issues. What are the “broader impacts” of your 
research? Why does it matter? While you want to remind your readers of what 
you have said, don’t be afraid to leave them with something more to think about! 
 
Look at your own conclusion. Which approach(es) have you taken?  
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Can you integrate any other approach(es)? If so, which ones do you plan on using? Write a draft 
below. 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Sources Consulted 
Hamilton College. “Strategies for Conclusions.” https://www.hamilton.edu/academics/centers/writing/writing-
resources/conclusions  
 
Vanderbilt University. “Writing Conclusions.” 
https://www.vanderbilt.edu/writing/wp-content/uploads/sites/164/2016/10/Conclusions.pdf 
 






